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table IX.—calculated  data,  speed,  and   distance  time   curves

dv 
V + dv 
dt 
t + dt 
ds 
a + ds 
5 
25.4 
10.2 
26.5 
342 
586 
3 
28.4 
10.7 
37.2 
421 
1007 
3 
31.4 
22.2 
59.4 
974 
1981 
3 
34.4 
49.1 
108.5 
2370 
4351 
Assuming the total braking resistance including train re-
sistance b = 150 Ib. per ton which, of course, will produce a
retardation of 1.5 m.p.h.p.s., a straight line may be drawn back
from T = 159 sec. with the above retardation as its slope.
Such a line is 3V, Fig. 20.
The train resistance during coasting should be selected as
nearly as possible to the value which, on the train resistance
curves (Fig. 16), corresponds to the average speed expected during
the coasting period. The value of 15 Ib. per ton is often taken
arbitrarily to represent this resistance and will therefore be used
in this problem. Since this corresponds to a retardation of 0.15
m.p.h.p.s., a line with this slope is drawn in the position
(jf'fc), cutting the braking line at point k'.
If the area of the diagram (Ob'b"fk'T) be measured with the
planimeter it will be found to contain approximately 123 section
squares. With the particular scales of speed and time used each
square is equivalent to a distance of 36.6 ft. The diagram
therefore represents a distance of 123 X 36.6 ft. = 4500 ft. which
is greater than the length of the run. The coasting line must
therefore be redrawn parallel with itself but starting with a lower
initial speed until, by the "cut and try" method, the area of
the diagram is found to correspond to the length of the run
in feet. Such a diagram is that bounded by the lines (OWr-
I'm'T), Fig. 20. If the true coasting resistance be now deter-
mined it will be found to be 13.5. The assumption of 15 was
therefore conservative.
The distance time curve will be of value in approximating the
correct area of the diagram. The values of distance from Table
IX plotted against time would produce the curve of distance
covered by the car if it were to be allowed to reach constant speed.
However, since the power is shut off and coasting begun at a speed
of 27.5 m.p.h., a new distance-curve must be determined beyond
this point.

